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Abstract
The introduction of Kinect-style RGB-D cameras has dramatically revolutionized robotics research in a very short span.
However, despite their low cost and excellent indoor performance in comparison with other competing technologies, they
face some basic limitations which prevent their use in outdoor environments. Perhaps for the first time, we report an
outdoor application of Kinect-style cameras in a robotics application. We report the use of benchmark RGB-D SLAM
algorithm in a land-mine detection application. We argue that due to the slow nature of mine-detection tasks, basic
limitations of RGB-D outdoor performance are overcome or gracefully negotiated. We report results from extensive
experimentation in a variety of terrains & lighting conditions for three different types of robots.

1 Introduction

The commercial availability of Kinect-style RGB-D sen-
sors has created a great excitement in robotics research
due to their low cost and excellent indoor performance.
Already a host of software hacks, experiments and algo-
rithms have been reported on uses of Kinect for robot per-
ception, 3D mapping and human-robot interactions. Till
now, most of the robotics activity centered around kinect-
style sensors is for indoor applications. For outdoor off-
road type applications, it is still quite difficult to envision
the use of Kinect due to its various limitations (discussed
below). This is specially true for applications that require
agile operation and long range under varying lighting con-
ditions. Hence, there is almost no mention of Kinect for
outdoor applications. Also, since most of such applications
are envisioned for high-end specialized customers such as
military and automotive, the high cost of competing tech-
nologies such as laser scanners and time-of-flight cameras
is not considered as a major disadvantage. In this paper,
we report a singular experiment in outdoor robotics where
we were able to overcome several of Kinect’s basic limita-
tions by taking advantage of the slow nature of the required
robot tasks, namely autonomous landmine detection in a
developing world setting.
Our motivation for developing a landmine detecting robot
came from the announcement of an international robotics
competition by National Instruments (NI). In 2009, NI
Arabia in collaboration with LebMAC (Lebanese Mine
Action Center) invited proposals for the NI Mine Detection
Robot Design (NI MDRD) contest in Lebanon [2]. After
being selected as a finalist, LUMS design named as Marwa

went on to win the competition in 2011 with an award in
the Vision and Sweeping Algorithms category [9]. Our de-
sign focused on simplicity, cost effectiveness and ease of
deployment & maintenance in a developing world environ-
ment. Our particular emphasis was extreme cost reduction
so as to make it affordable for small budget organizations.
Amongst the various challenges overcome in this design
efforts, we solved the problem of environment mapping
and robot localization by using Kinect as the main sensing
workhorse.

2 RGB-D Limitations and Adapta-
tions

Compared to competing 3D range sensors such as SICK-
style laser scanners and Time-of-Flight cameras (e.g. the
Swiss Ranger family), RGB-D cameras (such as Kinect)
have the following operational limitations. (See table be-
low)

1. Limited field of view preventing an agile operation.

2. Short range, not providing the scale for typical out-
door applications.

3. Infrared saturation in direct sunlight.

These limitations are particularly intense for outdoor map-
ping, localization and exploration tasks. Since most of the
outdoor tasks require agile, long-range sensing under di-
rect sunlight, RGB-D has still not caught up with applica-
tions in the field.

1This work has been done at the Laboratory for Cyber Physical Networks and Systems (CYPHYNETS) at LUMS. It was made possible by a LUMS
Faculty Initiative Fund (FIF) grant, a German Academic Exchange (DAAD) grant (ALVeDA) and equipment donated by National Instruments, Arabia
Division.



RGB-D 3D Laser ToF
Field of View 57◦ > 180◦ 45◦ − 70◦

Max Range 4m > 50m 5m-10m
Min Range 0.6m <0.1m N/A
Lighting Indoor Any Indoor
Weight 1.5Kg 4.5Kg 0.5 Kg
Price <$200 >$2000 >$2000

Since our main motivation was to develop a low-budget
mine detection robot, we looked intensely into pushing the
limits on Kinect’s capabilities to get a minimally accept-
able performance. Our main observation was that despite
being an outdoor application, mine detection is different
from other typical applications in that

1. The operation is slow by nature.

2. There are no hard time limits to complete the task.

3. While desirable, there is no specific requirement to
perform the operation around the clock.

We therefore took advantage of these exceptions and de-
signed the robot to operate in indirect sunlight (early morn-
ings, late evenings and shaded places) when lighting does
not saturate Kinect’s IR sensor. Moreover, due to the slow
nature of mine detection tasks, the Kinect’s short field of
view and range were not found to be crippling in our op-
eration. Despite these aids, the standard RGB-D SLAM
algorithms had to be tweaked and experimented with in or-
der to adapt it for acceptable outdoor performance, as given
later in this Section.

2.1 Kinect Outdoor Sensing Performance
We measured Kinect’s raw performance in outdoor before
any further processing to determine fundamental sensor
limitations. We performed experiments on the following
variations.

1. Outdoor lighting conditions or illuminance (mea-
sured in LUX) as indirect measure of background
IR interference.

2. Point-cloud accuracy against ground truth.

3. Minimum, maximum and ideal operating ranges for
Kinect under outdoor lighting conditions.

4. Power input to Kinect, to study the effect of reduced
power budgets for mobile applications.

Note that measuring the light intensity using a LUX me-
ter (a device used to measure luminance from full light
spectrum) does not capture directly the variable of inter-
est, since it is actually IR (Infra Red light) interference
from the Sun rather than total light intensity which effects
RGB-D working. However, due to unavailability of an IR
radiation meter, we interpret luminance as a measure of
background IR interference. Similarly, note that the min

and max ranges for Kinect given in Table refers to ideal in-
door operating conditions where IR interference from di-
rect Sun light is insignificant. Finally, we noted that the
range of Kinect dropped significantly when operated with
a (low power) battery source from a mobile platform. This
led us to hypothesize that Kinect drops radiation power of
its IR projection when powered with a low energy source,
which results in a reduction of the operating range.
The experiments were performed as follows. A rigid out-
door structure (podium of SSE building at LUMS campus)
was chosen to allow accurate comparison with ground-
truth by accurate maps or direct measurement. The cho-
sen site showed ample variation in lighting during differ-
ent times of the day. In the first set of experiments, Kinect
was tested at night with no IR interference. As expected,
the measured accuracy and range matched with the specs
released by Microsoft for indoor use, giving an ideal range
of roughly 3.5m. Each experiment was also repeated for
two power levels: one using AC mains to power up Kinect
(giving the full required power in normal operation) and
the other via a low current battery mimicking a mobile plat-
form. Again, we noted a reduced sensor range for the low
power mode. We also noted a reduction in sensor accuracy
at same object distance.
Similar experiments were repeated for evening, afternoon
and broad day light conditions. The sensor saturated com-
pletely in direct sunlight. Details of these experiments with
all measurements can be found in [10]. Some snapshots are
reproduced below as a sample. These experiments confirm
that:

1. Kinect accuracy varies with range. There is an ideal
range whose value is strongly dependent on back-
ground IR.

2. The range drops with reducing power supplied to the
sensor. Lower power, results in weaker IR projection
of the depth sensor, resulting in more interference
from background IR.

3. The ideal working range degrades gracefully with
background IR in broad indirect sunlight or evening
lighting conditions.

Figure 1: Range Reduction with reduction in power
(Night conditions).



Figure 2: Night experiments (low IR interference) under
low power.

Figure 3: Evening experiments (moderate IR interfer-
ence).

Figure 4: Daylight experiments (high IR interference).

2.2 RGB-D SLAM Adaptation

We adapted and used the RGB-D SLAM algorithm de-
veloped in [3] for our experimentation. It is basically a
consortium of different standard algorithms resulting in a
very effective solution for 3D mapping using RGB-D cam-
era. The main feature of their approach is to replace Scale-
Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) with a Speeded Up Ro-
bust Feature (SURF) algorithm [4] for feature extraction
and matching. This reduces the total time for computation.
The algorithm is briefly outlined below.

The approach in [3] takes RGB image from the sensor and
then use it to extract the feature points from the image
and match them against the extracted feature points of the
previous image using SURF. Next, depth profiles are ob-
tained for the extracted points to obtain the correspondence
in 3D between two frames. This correspondence is used
to estimate the relative transformation between frames us-
ing Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) technique [5].
Then a variant of ICP algorithm [6] is used to make the
initial estimate more accurate. The resulting pose wise
pair estimates generated are not globally consistent. This
is mitigated by a pose graph solver [7].



3 SLAM Experiments

Figure 5: Left: Hanoon, Middle: Marwa and Right: Dul-
dul.

We experimented with three different types of robots in
varying ground profiles and lighting conditions. See Fig-
ure 5 for an introduction to the robots used in this exper-
iment. All three robots were custom built in our lab and
controlled by ROS (Robot Operating System) supported
sensors and systems with Kinect as the main sensor. Com-
plete details of the robot software architecture, computing
resources, controllers, sensors and mechanical design ar-
chitecture have been reported in [9].

3.1 Indoor SLAM
We proceeded in two phases. In the the first phase, we
tested the system in indoor environments to establish base-
line performance. After setting up the SLAM code for our
custom robots, we ran the robots in different indoor situ-
ations under variations of light intensity, obstacle dynam-
ics, environment scales etc. As expected, the results were
quite acceptable. One outcome of our indoor experiments
is given in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Indoor SLAM produced by Hanoon in our lab.
Despite a compact environment, the robot moved collision
free and built the map.

3.2 Outdoor Urban SLAM
Next, we experimented in different outdoor situations.
Since Kinect does not work in direct sunlight, we mostly

experimented in late afternoons and early mornings to con-
duct our experiments. We also used different types of
robots so that we can have different parameter configura-
tions. We tested three different kinds of environments. In
the first outdoor environment, we tried to map an outdoor
urban structure with hard floor and nearby buildings. Our
robots built the 3D map with similar level of detail as in-
doors. One major difference was the operation was signifi-
cantly slowed down due to intermittent availability of data
and occasional failure to find correspondence points. Still,
the overall results were quite impressive. See Figure 8 for
a sample run. Screenshots from the software have been re-
produced in Figure 7. Note that this experiment took place
at the same podium where Kinect calibration has been de-
scribed to take place in an earlier section.

Figure 7: Snapshot of RGB-D SLAM with robot Duldul
in an outdoor structured environment.

Figure 8: Outdoor urban map generated by robot Hanoon.
The floor was very uneven, thereby generating noise in
robot motion.

3.3 Heavy Vegetation SLAM

After testing SLAM performance in an urban environment,
we tested SLAM with on robot Duldul in a vegetation-
heavy terrain. Depth images were found to be very weak,
so the algorithm crashed in the 3D correspondence step. To
mitigate this, we reduced the minimum number of points
required for 3D correspondence and also reduced the total
number of extracted feature points in the first step of RGB-
D SLAM algorithm. This reduced the accuracy of our map



but it gave acceptable results without risking robot colli-
sion. This is typical since outdoor environment typically
have large spaces for robots to move in. See Figure 9 for
one representative run of these experiments. Map is gener-
ated on green fields with rocky obstacles. The map is not
so clear visually because it is sparse in RGB image data.
However, it was acceptable for robot navigation.

Figure 9: Left Low: RGB image coming from
Kinect, Middle: Depth image coming from Kinect, Right
Low:Feature extracted where both RGB and Depth infor-
mation is available.

3.4 Dirt Road SLAM

Next, we tested our robot on uneven dirt-road environ-
ments with sparse areas of rock and vegetation. Again the
mapping failed due to lack of depth information. We again
reduced the number of points extracted using SURF and
also minimized the number of points for 3D correspon-
dence. Though it took some time on each frame to compute
data resulting in a very slow operation, a globally consis-
tent map was successfully built. See Figure 10, which is a
map of the arena in Beirut where the NI contest took place.

Figure 10: Map is generated on an uneven off- road kind
of surface.

In another run, we mapped an empty water channel using
robot Duldul. This scenario provided sufficient unstruc-
tured elevation terrain comparable to the range of Kinect.
See Figure 3.4 for snapshots from this experiment.

Figure 11: Dry canal profiling with Duldul.

3.5 Loop Closing Performance

We noticed that our robots produced very accurate and
globally consistent map under varying terrains. To further
investigate this, we designed an experiment for outdoor en-
vironment by introducing significant process noise into the
robot. So while making map, our robot was in a constant
shaking motion. SLAM was performed by typical loop
closing. We found out that in the first loop, the robot lost
the global consistency and did not stich the map so well.
But in subsequent loops it improved the mapping perfor-
mance and errors were subsequently reduced. In a typical
experiment, the results after third loop was nearly glob-
ally consistent. Our conclusion was that to have a good
map, a robot should traverse the field several times to re-
duce the error. Again, this matches with the objectives of
mine-sweeping since by requirement the terrain has to be
probed multiple times to ensure mine clearance, giving an
opportunity to build more accurate maps. See Figure 12
for a typical run.



Figure 12: Loop closure experiment. Right top: mapping
started, Left top: one loop is closed. we can see that loop
is not properly close so the data is not globally consistent.
Right Middle: Second loop is closed. Error is reduced a
little. Left Middle: third loop is closed.Nearly consistent
now. Right lower and left lower : loop four and five re-
spectively.

4 Future Work
In a future work, we intend to report performance com-
parison with a SICK-style 3D laser scanner for the same
tasks. The laser scanner only became available in our
group shortly before the writing of this report. Further, we
intend to develop a probabilistic forward and reverse sen-
sor model for Kinect based on the empirical results from
this paper. We expect a performance jump in SLAM per-
formance by incorporating appropriate RGB-D model ac-
cording to the lighting and terrain conditions.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have used a low cost Kinect-style RGB-
D camera to generate a 3D map of the outdoor environ-
ment. After seeing the results of our experiments, we are
convinced that low cost sensors like RGB-D camera can
be used in different outdoor applications provided that the
operation is slow and does not have hard scheduling con-
straints. By adapting an open source SLAM algorithm for
indoor applications, we were able to obtain acceptable re-
sults for a variation of outdoor terrains under varying light-
ing conditions.
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